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Port of Los Angeles  

Community Investment Grant Program 

APPLICATION - Fiscal Year 2023-24 

Please include additional pages, if necessary, for any of the responses 

Applicant Information 

Organization Name  
(include electronic file with logo) 

Los Angeles Maritime Institute 

Tax Exempt Non-Profit Entity 
§501(c)(3) Status 

ATTACHED – Please see Appendix 1: 501(c)(3) IRS Designation 

City of L.A. Business Tax 
Registration Certificate 
(BTRC) Number 

0000594943-0001-4  ATTACHED - Appendix 2: City of Los Angeles 
Business Tax Registration Certificate 

Event/Program/Project 
Name 

TopSail Youth Program 

Date(s) July 1, 2023 through June 30, 2024 & July 1, 2024 through June 30, 
2025 

Location(s) 
Departures and Arrivals will be from: our dock (Berth 78) or from the 
Long Dock, both of which are in West Harbor, or from the Downtown 
Harbor Cut, or from the Wilmington Waterfront Dock at Banning’s 
Landing in Wilmington.  The programs will be executed throughout the 
Port of Los Angeles and near coastal waters. 

Brief Description (more 
detailed information to be 
included on next page) 

LAMI provides transformational character and workforce development 
and Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math (STEM) experiential 
education through its TopSail Youth Program.  We serve youth from 
our predominantly under-resourced communities. Program academic 
offerings follow the Next Generation Science Standards and other 
California Board of Education school expectations. 

Estimated Attendance Expect to serve 4,620 students and 462 teachers/chaperones on 154 
sails. 

Free or Ticketed Event?  
Anticipated ticket price? 

LAMI TopSail Youth Program comes at no cost to POLA-sponsored 
School and Community groups, with maybe the exception of the cost 
of incidentals such as provisions. LAMI will work to raise funds to 
cover all shortfalls between full cost of program execution and this 
sponsorship. 

Budget ATTACH Please see Appendix 3: Proposed FY 2023/2024 LAMI Budget 

Contact Name Bruce Heyman, Executive Director 

Contact Address Berth 73, Suite 2 

San Pedro, CA 90731 

Contact Phone o: (310) 833-6055      c: (949) 289-8400 

Contact E-Mail Director@LAMITopSail.org 
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Amount of Funding Applicant 
currently receives from the 
Harbor Department (for any and 

all programs/projects) 

2022/23: $260,000 

Funding Request for Fiscal Year 2023 – 2024 (July 1, 2023 – June 30, 2024) 

 
List the exact amount of funding being requested: $__$400,000________ 
 
Note: funding will be awarded on an annual basis based on the budget allocated by the Los Angeles Board of 
Harbor Commissioners.  Fund award in prior years does not represent what will be awarded in Fiscal Year 2023-
2024. The right is reserved to fund up to the amount requested. 

Port of Los Angeles  

Community Investment Grant Program 

APPLICATION - Fiscal Year 2023-24 

Event/Program/Project Information 
Event/Program/Project History: 
The TopSail Youth Program was conceived in the late 1980’s when Jim Gladson, a local LAUSD science 
teacher and sailor, witnessed the positive effect that the experience of sailing at sea had upon even his 
most challenged alternative school students. In 1992, Captain Gladson and a circle of passionate 
associates formalized the experiential education TopSail Youth Program and founded the Los Angeles 
Maritime Institute, LAMI, a 501(c)(3) nonprofit to deliver the keystone program to youth from under-
resourced and marginalized communities in Los Angeles region. An abstract written by Captain Gladson 
at the founding of LAMI titled "More Than Just a Boat Ride" (available at lamitopsail.org) summarizes, 
"The sailing school vessel provides an educational venue, rich in potential for the development of 
knowledge, skills, and attitudes that are both necessary for the education of today's youth, and difficult 
to teach in the classroom. The sailing school experience enriches, validates, and challenges the 
conventional school curricula. Science, mathematics, physics, biology, geography, history, literature, 
and even poetry suddenly come to life in this real world classroom."  
 
The TopSail Youth Program utilizes sail training to provide youth with the real-life challenges that  
develop the knowledge, skills and attitudes needed to stay in school and become healthy, self-reliant, 
productive adults. 
 
Over the last 30 years, LAMI and the TopSail Youth Program have grown and evolved to better 
address the needs of youth in our communities, and the Port of Los Angeles has been an active 
partner in this transformation. In a region with hundreds of thousands of children without access to 
immersive educational opportunities and vulnerable to drugs, crime, and a future of societal 
dependency, the need was there for LAMI’s impact to grow. Started as a program to serve several 
hundred children aboard its 70’ schooner and first tall ship the Swift of Ipswich, would later grow by 
adding more vessels. LAMI, in partnership with the Port of Los Angeles, built the twin brigantines, Irving 
Johnson and Exy Johnson, on the San Pedro waterfront in the area that is now the Downtown Harbor 
Cut. This process brought hundreds of volunteers and workers to assist with the construction and 
attracted thousands of spectators. The two educational sailing vessels, each with a capacity to hold 45 
young participants and educators, were launched in 2002 and are the Official Tall Ships and Maritime 
Ambassadors of the City of Los Angeles. This construction and ongoing maintenance would not have 
been possible without POLA’s participation. 
 
To realize LAMI’s full capacity capability, restoration of the Swift of Ipswich was critically needed. The 
vessel has been out of commission since 2006. Fortunately, with a rigorous fundraising campaign and 
the Port granting LAMI a revocable permit for additional yard space along with Building G located within 
what is now West Harbor, the Swift of Ipswich restoration is nearly complete. Once she is returned to 
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service and obtains her United States Coast Guard Certificate of Inspection, we will begin operating 
programs hopefully out of the Wilmington Waterfront’s Banning’s Landing in Wilmington. We have been 
working closely with Port Engineering to insure that the redesigned Wilmington Waterfront will 
accommodate all of LAMI’s the vessels. 
 
On average, LAMI has grown to serving approximately 7,000 students annually in a non COVID-19 Year. 
During the pandemic and the necessary shut down of in-person activities for area youth we quickly 
pivoted to providing vital educational material both asynchronously and synchronously with students 
scheduled virtual classes.  Prior to the pandemic, LAMI realized five-years of healthy growth in the 
number of students served, delivering more than 18% year over year sequential growth. While the 
pandemic eliminated LAMI’s ability to meet its service goal in FY20/21, LAMI’s agile effort to mitigate 
the cavernous learning loss of young people through online educational offerings allowed us projected 
to deliver more than 8,000 student hours of online instruction and digital resources to 3,500 students in 
the 20-21 school year.  We are working to re-establish our five-year strategic plan of doubling the number 
of students we serve and still achieve delivering 15,000 student sailing days annually by 2026. Bringing 
the additional capacity of the Swift of Ipswich on line in Wilmington will be key to achieving this goal. 
Please see POLA and LAMI historical funding relationship in Appendix 4: Historical Funding and a 
summary of POLA funded TopSail Youth Program sails and contractual obligation in Appendix 5: 
Program Sails Sponsored by Port of Los Angeles to see our commitment to always exceed our 
commitment to the Port of Los Angeles. 

 
Describe the Event/Program/Project Purpose & Goals: 
LAMI’s foundational TopSail Youth Program is an experiential award-winning education and adventure 
experience aboard our twin brigantines, the Exy Johnson and Irving Johnson, traditionally rigged 110-
foot wooden replicates of the merchant ships from the Age of Exploration and the Age of Sail. The 
intended objectives of the TopSail Youth Program are to further STEM learning, advance ocean literacy, 
elevate environmental awareness, nurture social-emotional maturity, and develop skills and pathways 
of future opportunities for middle and high school-aged youth who may otherwise not have access to 
such transformative education.  
 
LAMI works with Port-approved Title 1 schools and community youth groups to provide the Program to 
middle and high school students from under-resourced communities in the Los Angeles region. 
Typically, the students come from one of the 15 City Council Districts.  The Program’s curriculum and 
activities are adaptable and customizable to meet the educational priorities of the group, and can consist 
of day sails, overnight voyages, or both. LAMI’s goal through its partnership with the Port of Los Angeles 
is to provide 154 sailing days to Port-approved schools, estimated to deliver a life changing educational 
experience to approximately 4,620 students.  
 
During the sails, the professional (paid and volunteer) crew guide students through various activities 
required to operate a complex, traditionally-rigged sailing vessel. This includes: turns (tricks) at the helm, 
navigation, maneuvering (tacks and wears), laying aloft to furl and unfurl the sails, keeping the vessel 
ship-shape, and cooking. Teachers can also choose to include activities that expose students to physics, 
marine biology, watershed ecology, plastics in the ocean and food supply designed to reinforce 
classroom learning in full support of the Next Generation Science Standards. Practical application of 
many Science, Technology, Engineering and Math (STEM) concepts on the ships creates an emotional 
connection with the subject matter and deepens students’ understanding.  
 
The TopSail Youth Program is designed to challenge the students mentally, physically and emotionally 
in a safe environment removed from their normal home, school, and community environment. The 
program fosters teamwork as a needed element to make a complex ship operate. It is designed to allow 
students to self-discover that they can imagine and reach beyond their perceived boundaries, giving 
them the confidence to avoid gangs, remain in school, and stay out of the penal system. All of the critical-
thinking skills needed to operate a large sailing vessel are identical to the skills needed to problem-solve 
and succeed in any profession or life in general. 
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NEXUS STATEMENT – REQUIRED FOR ELIGIBILITY – In which ways does the 
event/program/project meet the Tidelands Trust Nexus requirement? 
 
All of our programs are entirely consistent with the Los Angeles Tidelands Grant and the State of 
California’s Tidelands Trust Doctrine. 
 
LAMI programs, by necessity, “Navigate the Waters” of the Tidelands Trust. Our vessels are berthed 
on the LAMI docks at Berth 78, in the Downtown Harbor Cut, Long Dock at West Harbor, on the 
Ocean Research Barge (ORB) at AltaSea at the Port of Los Angeles or at the docks at Banning’s 
Landing Community Center on the Wilmington Waterfront; all of these locations are fully contained 
within the Tidelands Trust waters. Almost all of our programs depart and return to one of the above 
locations and 100% of the programs executed in partnership with the Port of Los Angeles operate 
within the Tidelands Trust waters.  
 
The TopSail Youth Program travels through the waters of the Port of Los Angeles and San Pedro Bay. 
Many of the TopSail Youth Program Marine Science activities focus on educating the student 
participants on “Marine Environmental Ecological Preservation” and use the waters of the Port 
(Tidelands Trust Waters and Lands) as the study system. 
 
Sailing and boating are considered “Water-Related Recreation” per the Tidelands Trust and 
Tidelands Trust Doctrine and are a necessary element of all of our programs including the TopSail 
Youth Program.  
 
While not specific to the request of this grant, the Los Angeles Maritime Institute also provides 
“Visitor-serving waterfront activities” and “Water-Related Recreation” for the general public via public 
and special event sails throughout the year. To the extent our educational programming schedule 
permits, we make our vessels available for important POLA and City of Los Angeles sponsored or 
supported events like the Holiday Harbor Boat Parade, the tree lighting, Harbor Tours, Juneteenth 
Celebrations and City of LA Holiday thank you Sails. LAMI will also be hosting its fifth Festival of Sail 
during Los Angeles Fleet Week, provides monthly public community sails, and monthly bilingual 
Marathon Explora la Costa/Explore the Coast education sails. LAMI’s Sea Scout youth crew Ship 1992 
are another example of “Water-Related Recreation” conducted at LAMI within the Tidelands Trust. 
Youth participants boat on the water once a month and complete training in boater safety. 
 

Describe how the Event/Program/Project supports the Community Investment Grant Program goals: 
 

 Promote the LA Waterfront in San Pedro and Wilmington, as active visitor destinations for the 
benefit of the State of California 

 
1. LAMI will continue to play a supporting role for the POLA’s sponsored or initiated events that have a 
nexus with the waterfront, youth education, jobs on the Waterfront.  Examples include the Harbor Holiday 
Parade, Juneteenth, Tree Lighting Ceremony, Ribbon Cutting, Shovel Ceremonies, LA Fleet Week, 
Harbor Tours, Thank You events to Port/City Employees, e.t.c. 
2. LAMI’s presence on the San Pedro waterfront promotes the LA Waterfront. LAMI’s twin brigantines 
are the Official Tall Ships and Maritime Ambassadors of the City of Los Angeles with specific intent to 
promote the LA Waterfront. Our operation is on the LA Waterfront and highly visible and attractive as a 
visitor serving amenity and destination. We plan to be a permanent part of the West Harbor development 
with our community serving mission in addition to being a tourist attraction. We have committed to 
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berthing our third vessel, Swift of Ipswich, and to running programs out of Wilmington on Banning’s 
Landing on the Wilmington Waterfront once the development work there is completed. 
3. Throughout the year, we host various public events that promote the LA Waterfront. Examples include: 
Family Sunset Sails, Easter Egg Hunt at Sea, Valentine’s Day Dinner Sails, 4th of July Cannon Battle & 
Fireworks sails, Youth Summer Camps, Harbor History Tours, Fleet Week (Festival of Sail in Tall Ship 
Village), Haunted Harbor Halloween, Veteran’s Day, and the Holiday Parade in addition to our main 
TopSail Youth Program. 
4. LAMI’s tall ships dress up the LA Waterfront and the constant arrival and activity of over 7,000 students 
and educators per year helps to create a positive critical mass that supports an active waterfront. 
5. LAMI hosts two major Scout events annually in November that draws visiting Scout troops and ships. 
Over Veteran’s Day weekend, The Girl Scouts of Greater Los Angeles host the Tall Ship Adventure 
Weekend, sailing and overnighting on LAMI’s tall ships, with Girl Scout troops from all over Southern 
California. LAMI’s Sea Scout Ship 1992 co-ed youth crew, the only Sea Scout Ship at the LA Waterfront, 
attracts other Sea Scout Ships from across the western United States and Hawaii for the Southwestern 
Rendezvous. Hundreds of Scouts come to show off their skills and participate in this Thanksgiving 
weekend event. 
 
 
•Promote the Port of Los Angeles and the maritime commerce and Port-related jobs it generates 
 
1. Sailing aboard our tall ships provides direct exposure to our nation’s busiest port and a one-of-a-kind 
perspective and introduction to the plethora of job opportunities available at the Port of Los Angeles. 
Our students sail by massive container and bulk vessels with far away vessel names. The sounds and 
sights of trucks, operating cranes, vessels and navigational marks making sound signals along with train 
horns make it clear that this is like no other place in the City of Los Angeles. It is hard to imagine a more 
visceral way for our youth to come to grips with the enormity of the Port of Los Angeles, its connections 
with international trade at its very core, and the vastness of employment possibilities in the Port. 
2. In league with the Marine Exchange of Southern California the students find out about the vessels 
they see and pass in the harbor. Students are prompted in Program activities to reflect on the Port and 
vessel activity to broaden their awareness of the components that make up international maritime 
commerce. Where did they come from? What are they likely carrying? Where are they going? Are they 
full? Empty? What are the markings on the side of the vessel and what do they mean? A presentation 
for LAMI participants by the Executive Director of the Marine Exchange, Captain Louttit, is provided to 
students to learn more about the flow of commerce through the Port. 
3. During our typical program the students directly observe: the loading and unloading of container ships, 
the operations of tugboats assisting the arrival and departure of cargo vessels, Warehouse 1 and others, 
recreational vessels, the operations of the Port Pilots, the USCG base and the various vessels and 
aircraft involved, as well as, via the marine VHF radio, the activities of the Marine Exchange, and 
depending on their current activities the actions of the Port Police and the Port Fire Department. 
4. Most of our students have never been to the Port and even fewer have been on the water and able 
to view the Nation’s busiest Port where 40% of our goods are moved. This affords them a perspective 
that there is a much greater world and many more personal possibilities for them than what they see 
day in and day out in their communities. 
 
•Address impacts of the Port of Los Angeles and maritime operations on surrounding communities, 
including health, aesthetic and environmental impacts 
 
1. The Port of LA has made significant strides reducing negative environmental impacts within the 
Port. The land immediately adjacent to our docks, where the students embark, depart and sometimes 
perform some of their STEM experiments is a perfect example. This area used to be a fuel dock that 
has been remediated by the Port. It is now a vibrant area teeming with marine life that the students are 
able to observe. LAMI plays an important role in allowing students to personally view and experience 
the greatly improved environment in the Port of Los Angeles by getting them out into the Port and onto 
the Port’s waters. 
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2. LAMI’s TopSail Youth Program provides participants a paradigm shift in the way they perceive the 
natural environment of the Port. To many of our students, viewing the Port from the water is an eye-
opening perspective from which they better understand the entire ecosystem and connections 
between human activities and the natural environment. 
3. Some of the negative impacts to the Port environment are the direct results of upland activities. 
Several of the Program’s detailed class curricula raise participants’ awareness to and deepen their 
understanding of the upstream pollution impacts to the marine environment. Participants become more 
impassioned and effective stewards for how individuals can do their part to lessen the negative 
impacts to the natural environment of the Port. 
 
•Promote and implement sustainable practices for preservation and conservation of natural resources 
in the PORT environment including renewable energy, water, air, wildlife, biological resources at the 
Port 
 
1. As our area of operation is throughout the Tidelands Trust or Port Complex we are uniquely able to 
expose the students to the impacts to the environment and hence the surrounding communities. Our 
programs already include science-at-sea components that have the students navigating to specific 
points where they collect water samples at various depths. The samples are then measured for various 
physical properties such as turbidity, temperature, PH, salinity and dissolved oxygen. 
2. In collaboration with AltaSea and other partners like NAMEPA, Algalita, and 5Gyres, we have 
developed a curriculum focused on sustainable sea life in the Harbor and the Pacific near coastal area 
to deliver to students. The students learn the importance of healthy habitat areas and the efforts of the 
Port to insure a healthy marine ecosystem. 
3. All LAMI vessels engines, both main propulsion and generators have been replaced with state of the 
art Tier III low emissions diesels.  While our vessels are equipped with the required auxiliary power, we 
turn these off as soon as possible to promote a clean and healthy habitat afforded by “green” sailing. 
These are the same types of sailing vessels that allow us to connect Angelinos to the nautical heritage 
that created the Port of Los Angeles long ago. 
4. During Program sails, students are educated on the sources and effects of upland pollution on the 
water quality vital to the marine ecosystem within the harbor. 
5. Much of the Program’s curriculum specifically targets environmental education. The Program 
partners with LAUSD’s Office of Outdoor Education’s Beyond the Bell Program, whose students sail at 
least 38 times per year. These jointly-designed sails are titled “Science at Sea,” where students are able 
to experience STEM learning aboard our vessels using an underwater robotic vehicle students build to 
obtain water samples from various levels and measure the temperature and PH. This program includes 
classroom work before and after the sail, laboratory sample processing at Point Fermin, and a five-hour 
sail aboard the tall ships on most Saturdays during the school year. 
6. Vessels are attached to shore power while dockside, eliminating the need for running the diesel 
generators. We also practice recycling both in the office and on the vessels and advocate for reducing 
disposable plastic use, including requiring reusable personal water bottles. 
 
• Provide Education, training and /or workforce development in the areas of: Shipping, fisheries, 
international trade and maritime industry Marine-related sciences and technology 
Port and maritime history Port and Marine-related safety and emergency management 
 
1. Our volunteers, standing crew, Captain and Mate share during the TopSail Youth Program sails with 
participants the paths to their jobs, the diversity of job types in maritime fields, and the 
requirements and credentials needed. Often, we are invited to schools to do a presentation prior to 
students participating in our program. Teachers often ask us to discuss maritime careers during these 
presentations. LAMI offers a 10-week asynchronous course that focuses on the diversity of career 
opportunities in the maritime industry and marine science fields. 
2. Employees of LAMI typically volunteer and participate in Port, other non-profits, Neighborhood 
Councils, area Chambers, school-based, and community-based events. Our team gives talks, leads 
workshops, performs mock interviews, helps prepare summer interns, leads after-school training in skills 
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such as administration management and using the MS Office suite, along with various soft skills valuable 
for entry-level positions. We typically host two summer interns per year. 
3. For students that are destined for Port-based careers that require USCG Marine Credentials (e.g., 1st 

Mate, Captain, Engineer, AB, Life Boatman, STCW….) all sea time aboard the Irving Johnson and Exy 
Johnson after their 14th birthday count towards their required sea time. LAMI keeps accurate records 
going back to 1992. 
4. Students that will be sailing with Los Angeles Maritime Institute multiple times during the school year 
and 100% of the Youth Crew and Sea Scout Ship 1992 receive a personal bound Los Angeles 
Maritime Institute Log Book (please see Since the beginning of the pandemic we quickly adapted to the 
world where Students were Zooming, or similar, into their class rooms.   We developed both asynchronous 
(pre-recorded videos) lessons and synchronous (our instructors zoomed into the students zoom classroom).  
This table attempts to quantify the amount of impact that we had on the student population. 

 
Appendix 6: Los Angeles Maritime Institute Student Log Book for a scanned copy of the logbook). There are 

three levels of advancement available to each student and all of the skills taught are applicable to careers 
in the Maritime Industry. Completions of advancement in these logbooks are listed on student resumes, 
college applications, and job applications.  It is expected that these students that have completed 
advancement in their log books will be desirable employees for the Port of Los Angeles and their tenants.  
 
 

Explain how your Event/Program/Project could be affected by Covid or other health considerations and 
how you will accommodate any health protocols that may be in place at the time of your 
Event/Program/Project: 
 
LAMI’s top priority is the safety of participants, staff, and volunteers.  
 
With the onset of COVID-19, LAMI appointed a full-time Safety Officer and has enacted additional health 
and safety policies for all programs moving forward (Appendix 7 and 8). While we have returned to full 
open status and full capacity as has many of our partners we continue to maintain the Safety Officer role 
and continue to utilize the tools developed during the height of the Pandemic.   
 
The LAMI Safety Officer monitors on a weekly basis all COVID-19 public health reporting and 
announcements. All LAMI staff, volunteers, crew, and TopSail Youth Program participants have 
committed and will continue to commit to following these guidelines. Our policies and programs are 
responsive to the current guidelines established by the City, County, State, Federal, and World Health 
Organization and are able to change if restrictions are eased or strengthened. LAMI will adhere to any 
further restrictions imposed by LAUSD or individual schools on student participation in off-campus 
activities. In the event more stringent restrictions are imposed LAMI is well prepared from the work done 
since March 13, 2020 to deliver a hybrid or entirely online TopSail Youth Program to enrolled schools 
and community youth groups. 
 
 

How do you plan to recognize the Port of Los Angeles for its grant? 
 
1. LAMI routinely reaches out to schools within the City’s jurisdictions making the schools aware of 
POLA’s sponsorship. This exposes thousands of educators and hundreds of schools to POLA’s 
community investment grant sponsorship. Though our past years of also teaching online, hundreds of 
new LAUSD and other school district teachers have been introduced to LAMI’s TopSail Youth Program 
and are anxious to participate in in-person sails. Several times during the year we also hold Educator 
Sails for teachers and principals to share with them the value of our Program and our partnership with 
POLA. Most schools and teachers book TopSail Youth Program sails at the end of these event. 
2. LAMI provides our vessels to POLA to help promote the LA Waterfront as part of our partnership. We 
believe that the participation of our vessels add to the value of POLA-run events. We’ve participated in 
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holiday events in the Downtown Harbor Cut, the annual LA Harbor Holiday Afloat parade, The Holiday 
by the Sea, Haunted Harbor Halloween, Navy Days, Fleet Week, and Chinese New Year.  We’ve even 
allowed POLA to project movies on our sails for fun LA Waterfront events. 
3. Wherever practical and consistent with POLA policy our marketing and communications materials 
both digital and in print includes acknowledgement of our partnership with POLA. You can see examples 
of this material in Appendix 9. 
4. During our fund raising events we always invite POLA leadership and acknowledge POLA’s 
community sponsorship and support.  During our recent 30th year of celebration we were honored by 
having several Port Executives and Commissioners speak at our events. 
5. Several times during the year we present to the Harbor Commission during public comments the 
results and positive community impact of our collaboration.  We also support Port Hearing such as SEIR, 
DEIRs and other matters that come before the Commissioners. 
6. LAMI has Port of LA vinyl banners on our buildings including those on our docks and our Building G 
facility.  These are prominently viewed by all participants during the public events that we host at our 
facilities.   We also have the banners on display on the vessels during appropriate public events like the 
Harbor Parade and the tree lighting and other port sponsored events. 
7. LAMI was featured for LAMI’s 25th anniversary as the subject of Port of Los Angeles publications 
highlighting the partnership and the importance of the LA Waterfront (Appendix 10). 
8. LAMI was were the subject of a POLA produced 3-minute video “LA Waterfront Digital: Los 
Angeles Maritime Institute” highlighting the importance of POLA-LAMI partnership to the community and 
the LA Waterfront (please navigate to: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VHgNOTqiotA) 
9. From March 27, 2022 through March 26, 2023 LAMI’s celebrated our monumental 30th anniversary.  
We were so honored to have Port Executives and Commissioners available to join us at various events 
throughout the year and offered us a multitude of opportunities to 
celebrate and highlight the long-standing partnership between POLA and LAMI.  
 
 

Evaluating Success – What are the metrics and methodology that you will use to evaluate the success 
of the event? (e.g. number of attendees at the event, number of students attending classes) 
 
LAMI proposes providing 154 sailing days of the TopSail Youth Program to Port-approved schools and 
school groups.  Typically, classes average 25-40 students per sail for a total estimated maximum of 
4,620 student sailing days and an estimated 462 teachers and chaperones (assuming 30 students per 
sail and 3 teachers/chaperones per sail). LAMI tracks and reports to our Board of Directors monthly 
details of our TopSail Youth Program POLA-sponsored sails. Our annual report to the Port of Los 
Angeles will include performance against all of these measurable metrics. In our report we will review 
the schools that we collaborated with, curriculum development, new collaborations established, 
evaluation results, and operational performance.  
 
In addition to these quantitative results, we also collect qualitative evidence to show that the programs 
are effective.  Time in the class room is critical to the school administration and teachers.  Only when 
the program provides significant benefits towards the achievement of their students do they allow them 
out of the classroom.   The longstanding partnerships LAMI has with schools, educators, and youth 
groups attest to the positive impact of our award winning experiential TopSail Youth Program. We are 
proud to receive such a solid book of repeat bookings and longstanding commitments from our 
educational partners, reflecting the value they assign to the Program and confidence they have in our 
organization.  
 
Educational professionals are under significant pressure to increase their students’ performance and 
are eliminating time consuming activities that do not yield the results they need to meet state standards. 
Furthermore, while LAMI, in partnership with POLA, covers the costs of the sails for the vast majority of 
the participants, the educators cannot justify the expense for bus transportation and substitute teachers 
to cover their time away from school if they did not find the TopSail educational experience significantly 
valuable. 
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At LAMI we see positive results and program successes every time a young participant decides to 
brave climbing aloft, gives a sail-handling command louder than they’ve ever yelled, steps in to show a 
peer how to properly belay a line, successfully plots the ship’s coarse, or shows emotions over the 
plastic in a bird’s gut. There are breakthroughs in a young person’s development on every sail, and 
those that are witnessed by crew or expressed in a survey don’t even begin to account for them all. 
Often the positive impact is longitudinal, with some of our alumni students even pursuing paths in 
maritime, environmental, or science-related fields. USC in partnership with Kranz Middle School 
performed a controlled study (Please see Appendix 12). 60 students that were identified as on a “drop 
out path” were broken up into three cohorts of 20. One group was the control group and did not 
participate in LAMI’s TopSail Program. The other two cohorts did sail with LAMI throughout the school 
year. One year later the researchers found that 100% of the students who participated with LAMI 
continued on with their education. 
 
In 2017, LAMI received the prestigious Partners in Educational Excellence from the Association of 
California State Administrators. These Los Angeles Unified School District administrators recognized 
the benefit their students receive from our character-transformational and STEM-education programs. 
 
In 2007 the University of Edinburgh did a thorough study of the community benefits of LAMI’s TopSail 
Youth Program. A summary of this study can be found in Appendix 13: University of Edinburgh. If the reader 

would like to read the full study, please contact LAMI and we will make a copy available. 
 

 

Applicant Signature 

I certify that the information contained in this Port of Los Angeles Application for Community 
Investment Grant Program is true and correct to the best of my knowledge. 

Printed Name: 
 

Bruce Heyman 

Signature: 
 

 
Date: 
 

May 8, 2023 

 

Electronic copy of the full application, company logo and photo  

due by 4:00 p.m., Monday, May 8, 2023 to: 

 

 

Community@portla.org   

Subject Line: FY 23-24 Community Investment Grants 

  

mailto:Community@portla.org
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Appendix 2: City of Los Angeles Business Tax Registration Certificate 
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Appendix 3: Proposed FY 2023/2024 LAMI Budget 
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Appendix 5: Program Sails Sponsored by Port of Los Angeles 
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Since the beginning of the pandemic we quickly adapted to the world where Students were Zooming, or similar, 

into their class rooms.   We developed both asynchronous (pre-recorded videos) lessons and synchronous (our 

instructors zoomed into the students zoom classroom).  This table attempts to quantify the amount of impact that 

we had on the student population. 
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Appendix 8: COVID-19 Check-In Questionnaire 
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Appendix 9: Examples of Collateral including acknowledgement of POLA 

Partnership 
+++++++  

LAMI Website Acknowledging POLA as a 
major sponsor. 

LAMI Public Sail Calendar - Online & in Print 

Figure 1Book Our Brigantines 
Brochure 
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State Senator, Harbor Commissioner, City Council Candidate, Chamber CEO & President, Chamber Board, Chamber Board Members, BID 
Board Chair & Executive Director and LAMI Executive Director 
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State Senator Steven Bradford, LAUSD School Board Member Tanya Ortiz Franklyn and Executive Director Bruce Heyman @ LAMI 30th Year 
Anniversary Kick Off. 

Group of Students Sailing on Exy Johnson in front of the Iconic Warehouse One. 
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Appendix 10: On The LA Waterfront (A Community Publication of the Port 

of LA) 
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Appendix 11: Maritime Youth Leadership Ambassadors – Juneteenth 
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Appendix 12: Kranz Middle School USC Controlled Study 
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Appendix 13: University of Edinburgh 
The complete report is 58 pages long and in the interest of brevity only the Title Pages and the first content page 

is included.  LAMI’s TopSail Youth Education program was included in this study.  If an evaluator would like the 

complete report, we would be happy to make it available.  Thanks Bruce Heyman 
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